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Abstract
We see that the price of an european call option in a stochastic volatil-
ity framework can be decomposed in the sum of four terms, which identify
the main features of the market that aﬀect to option prices: the expected
future volatility, the correlation between the volatility and the noise driv-
ing the stock prices, the market price of volatility risk and the diﬀerence
of the expected future volatility at diﬀerent times. We also study some
applications of this decomposition.
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Itô’s formula, incomplete markets.
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1I n t r o d u c t i o n
Ever since the work of Black and Scholes [BS] and Merton [M] option pricing
theory has motived a great deal of attention from reseachers of various disci-
plines. The original work of Black and Scholes assumes that the stock prices Xt
satisfy a stochastic diﬀerential equation of the form
dXt = µXtdt + σXtdWt,
where µ and σ are constantsW is a standard Brownian motion. The parameter
σ is called the volatility of the model.
It is widely recognized that this model provides a less-than-perfect descrip-
tion of the real world. In particular, the constant volatility assumption is clearly
not true from empirical studies. If option prices in the market were conformable
with this model, all the Black-Scholes implied volatilities corresponding to the
same asset would coincide with the volatility parameter σ of the underlaying
asset. In reality this is not the case, and he Black-Scholes implied volatility
1heavily depends on the calendar time, the time to maturity and the moneyness
of the option.
The natural extension of the Black-Scholes model that has been pursued in
the literature and in practice is to modify the speciﬁcation of volatility to make
it a stochastic process. In most cases, σ is repaced by σ(t)=f (Yt), where
f is a given function and Yt satisﬁes a stochastic diﬀerential equation driven
by another (maybe correlated) Brownian motion . Some examples of modelling
are: Hull and White ([HW]), Stein and Stein ([SS]) and Heston ([H]).
It is diﬃcult in general to choose a speciﬁc stochastic volatility model and
to develop closed forms for option pricing in this framework. Nevertheless, one
feature that most models seem to like is mean reversion. The volatility tends to
ﬂuctuate at a high level for a while, then at a low level for a similar period, then
high again, and so on. Taking into account this fact, in [FPS] the authors devel-
oped a method for approximate derivative prices that it is valid for fast mean
reverting volatilities. They identify the important groupings of market parame-
ters, which otherwise are not obvious, and they turn out that estimation of these
composites from market data is extremely eﬃcient and stable. Furthermore, the
metodology is robust and it does not assume a speciﬁc volatility model. The
b a s i ci d e ai st ow o r ki nl a r g et i m ei n t e r v a l s ,w h e r ew ec a na s s u m et h a tt h em e a n
reversion is fast and then the constant-volatility Black-Scholes model (with a
correction to account for random volatility) is a good approximation.
The main goal of this paper is to prove a general decomposition formula
for derivative prices in the stochastic volatility framework. By means of Itô’s
formula we see that the option price of an european call can be decomposed as
the sum of several factors depending on the basic properties of the market:
1. the expected value (at present time) of the mean-square time average of
the volatility process until the expiration time,
2. the correlation between the volatility process and the Brownian motion
W,
3. the market price of volatility risk, and
4. the diﬀerence between the expected value of the mean-square time average
of the volatility at diﬀerent times.
This formula gives us a way to understant the inﬂuence of each one of the
above factors to the ﬁnal option price. As a particular application we deduce
an approximation option pricing formula for the case of fast mean reverting
volatilities that coincides with the one presented in [FPS].
2 Preliminaries on option pricing
We will consider the following model for stock prices
dXt = µXtdt + σtXtdWt,t∈ [0,T] (1)
2where µ is a constant, Wt is an standard Brownian motion and σt is a square
integrable process adapted to the same ﬁltration as Wt (that we will denote by
Ft). An European call option is a contract that gives its holder the right, but not
the obligation, to buy one unit of an underlying asset for a predetermined strike
price K on the maturity time T. The asset is assumed not to pay dividends and
there are not transaction costs. It follows that the value of this contract at time
T,i t spayoﬀ, is given by the quantity h(XT)=( XT − KT)+ . At time t<T
this contract has a value, known as the derivative price Vt, which will vary with
t and the observed stock prices until time t.
In the next subsection we present the general methodology for option pricing
based in the Girsanov transformation. We will denote by r the interest rate,
that we will assume constant.
2.1 Pricing with equivalent measures
Suppose that there exists a probability distribution P∗ equivalent to the orig-
inal one P under which the discounted stock price process ˜ Xt =e−rtXt is a
martingale. It is well-known that if we price an european call by the formula





where E∗ denotes de expectation with respect to P∗, there is no arbitrage opor-
tunity. Thus Vt is a possible price for this derivative.
Let us now construct equivalent martingale measures. As the process ˜ Xt
satisﬁes the equation
d ˜ Xt =( µ − r) ˜ Xtdt + σt ˜ XtdWt
we need, in order to absorb the drift term of ˜ Xt in its martingale term, to set
W∗






O nt h eo t h e rh a n d ,i fw ea s s u m et h a tσ(t) depend on a second independent
Brownian motion Z, any transformation of the form
Z∗




where γs is a process such that the integral
R t
0 γsds is well deﬁned, will not
change the drift of ˜ Xt. By Girsanov’s theorem we know that, if
(µ−r)
σs and γs
are adapted and bounded processes there exists a probability distribution P∗
equivalent to the original one such that W∗
t and Z∗
t are independent standard
Brownian motions. Notice that any allowable choice of γ leads then to an
equivalent martingale measure and to a diﬀerent no arbitrage derivative price.
This process γ is called the risk premium factor or the market price of volatility
risk.
3Much research has investigated the range of possible prices in general set-
tings. The approach that we will follow here is the same as used in [FPS], where
it is assumed that the market selects a unique equivalent martingale measure
under which derivative contracts are priced. Notice that the value of the mar-
ket’s price of the volatility risk γ can be seen only in derivative prices, since γ
does not feature in the real world for the stock price.
2.2 Itô’s formula
The main technical used in this paper is the following classical Itô’s formula for
semimartingale processes. We refer to [KS] for a more complete explanation on
martingale integral calculus.















t is a bounded-variation process and Mi
t is a martingale. Then, for
all f ∈ C
1,2,...,2





































































where the diﬀerential dMi




the covariation process of Mi and Mj.
Using the characterization of option prices as conditional expectations and
the above Itô’s formula we will develop in the next section the main result of
this paper.
3 The general decomposition formula
The main goal of this section is to decompose the price of an european option in
the sum of several terms, which allows us to identify the inﬂuence of the basic











ds. That is, v2
t will denote the expected value (at
present time) of the mean-square time average of the volatility process



















• CBS(t,x;σ) will denote the Black-Scholes function with constant volatility
equal to σ, current stock price x, time to maturity T − t,s t r i k ep r i c eK
adn interest rate r. That is,



































It is well-known that LBS (σ)CBS(·,·;σ)=0 .
We will assume also the following hypothesis:
(H) For all t ∈ [0,T],M t = M∗
t +Λt where, under P∗,M ∗
t is a martingale and
Λt is a bounded variation process.
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2 Assume the model (1), where σ = {σs,s∈ [0,T]} is an adapted










































Proof. Notice that CBS(T,XT,νT)=VT. As e−rtVt is a P∗−martingale we
can write









5Let us consider the process e−rtCBS(t,Xt,νt). Applying Itô’s formula (3)and







































































































































































































Now, multiplying by ert and taking into account(5)the result follows.
4A p p l i c a t i o n s
The pourpose of this section is to comment how the above decomposition for-
mula can be applied to estimate option prices in diﬀerent frameworks.
4.1 Approximate option pricing formulas in the fast mean-
reverting case
Suppose that the volatility model can be written as σt = f (Yt), being Yt an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process of the form
dYt = −α(m − Yt)dt + c
√
αdBt, (8)
where α > 0,mand c are constants and Bt is a Brownian motion. The coeﬃcient
α is called the rate of mean reversion and m is the long-rum mean level of Y.
The drift term pulls Y toward m, so we sould expect that σt is pulled toward
the mean value of f (Yt) with respect to the long-run distribution of Y. The
solution of (8) can be explicitly written in terms of its starting value y as






from where we deduce that Yt is a Gaussian process such that
E (Yt)=m +( y − m)e−αt,Var(Yt)=c2 ¡
1 − e−2αt¢








For every real function f, we will denote by
­
f2®
the expectation of f2 under
7this invariant distribution. We notice that the decorrelation is of exponential
type, that is, the process Yt has short-memory. From this property we can
deduce the following result
Lemma 3 Consider Yt the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process deﬁned by (8). Assume
that the volatility process is given by σt = f (Yt), where f ∈ C2
b (R).T h e n ¯ ¯ν2
t −
­
f2®¯ ¯ ≤ Ct (α(T − t))
−1 , for some positive and Ft-measurable random
variable Ct.
Proof. Notice that




















































As f ∈ C2
b (R) we can write
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯f2
µ















¶¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ c|(Yt − m)|e−α(s−t). (12)

















































































and now the proof is complete.
Remark 4 The above lemma proves that the term CBS(t,Xt,νt) can be approx-
imated by CBS(t,Xt,
p
hf2i), being this approximation of order (α(T − t))
−1 .
This means that if the rate of mean reversion and the time interval are big
enought, this approximation is good. The advantatge is that the contant
p
hf2i
can be easily estimated from historical volatilities, without assuming an speciﬁc
volatility model.
Once we have found an easy-to-evaluate approximation to CBS(t,Xt,νt) the
natural questions are if the remaining terms have an important inﬂuence in the
option price, and if yes, if it is possible to ﬁnd a good approximation for them.
In the next lemma we ﬁnd an answer to the ﬁrst question.
Lemma 5 Assume that for all t ∈ [0,T] the volatility process is given by σt =
f (Yt),w h e r eYt is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process deﬁned by (8) and f is a
real function in C2
b (R) such that the function 1
f is bounded. Assume also that,
under P∗,B t = B∗
t +
R t
0 γsds for some adapted and a.s. bounded process γ =






















































Proof. In order to simplify the proof we will assume that m = y =0 . Now
the proof will be decomposed into several steps.



































































































































































10Step 2. Let us prove inequality (14). The proof of (15) and (16) would be
similar. It is easy to check that x2 ∂2CBS
∂x2 (s,x,y) is a bounded function. Then
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e−α(s−r) |E (((ff0)(Ys) Fr)|ds
!
|γ (r)|dr















and now the proof is complete.
The above lemma shows that CBS(t,Xt,νt) (and then CBS(t,Xt,
p
hf2i)) is
an approximation of order α−1/2 for the option price. The next propostion will
show us how to ﬁnd an approximation of order α−1.
Proposition 6 Assume that for all t ∈ [0,T] the volatility process is given by
σt = f (Yt), where Yt is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process deﬁned by (8). Assume
also that, under P∗,B t = B∗
t +
R t
0 h(Ys)ds, for some bounded function h. Then

































is an approximation of order α−1 for the option price Vt.






















































































Applying again Itô’s formula and following the same steps as in the proof of













































As γ (r)=h(Yr), using the same kind of arguments as in the proof of Lemma
3w ec a ns e et h a t












¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ Ct (α(T − t))
−1
and












¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ Ct (α(T − t))
−1 .
This allows us to complete the proof.
Remark 7 This approximation formula coincides with the one obtained by
Fouque, Papanicolau and Sircar in [FPS]. The constants V2 and V3 can be cal-
librated from implied volatility, as it is studied in [FPS].
Remark 8 A natural question is: Why not proceed with the above asymptotic
expansion, obtaining more accurate approximations? The answer is the follow-
ing: CBS(t,Xt,¯ σ) approximates CBS(t,Xt,νt) up to the order α−1, and it is
necessary to ﬁxas p e c i ﬁc volatility model to ﬁnd better estimates for this term.
That is. it is not possible to obtain higher-order approximation formulas without
choosing a concrete volatility model.
12Remark 9 In order to capture the long-memory properties of the volatility ob-
served in some ﬁnancial markets, some authors have proposed to extend the
Black-Scholes model to the case where the volatility is modelled as a fractional
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process driven by a fBm (see for example [CR] and [Hu]).
It is intuitive that in this case the approximation formula obtained in the last
section is not going to be as accurated as in the short-memory case, because
here the mean reversion is not so fast and the pricing formula will depend not
only on the present stock and volatility levels but also in all the past. It becomes
interesting to study how Formula (4) can be used in this case. This is the subject
o ft h ew o r k[ A ] .
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